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What is the Big Deal? The Guides Concerning the Use 
of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising
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Endorsements and Testimonials: Basic Rules 

– Endorsements must reflect honest opinion, beliefs or experience 
of endorser; should be from bona fide user.

– Endorsements must not contain any false or misleading 
statement or implication. 

– Advertised portion must reflect spirit of complete testimonial.
– Testimonials cannot be used to make claims that advertisers 

cannot make directly.
– Any testimonial conveying that the results achieved by the 

consumer are typical require substantiation or a disclosure of  
typical results.

– Experts must possess qualifications represented and use their 
expertise in providing endorsement/evaluation.

– Material connections that might affect credibility must be 
disclosed, e.g. payment or other compensation; employment, 
business or family connections.
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Who’s Enforcing the Law?
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Expansive Jurisdiction

FTC and state AGs have jurisdiction over anyone who 
participates in the “creation or dissemination of advertising” or 
anyone who “directly or indirectly” participates in presenting a 
commercial message:
• Advertisers
• Ad agencies
• Affiliate marketers
• Publishers/Media companies
• Endorsers
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• 2009: FTC Revised Endorsements and Testimonials Rule to add 
examples of how rule would be enforced with respect to influencers.

• 2010: Issued FAQs further explaining how to comply/make disclosures 
and began enforcement:
– Issued several closing letters (no action re inquiry): Ann Taylor 

Loft, Lord & Taylor, Hyundai, HP, Nordstrom Rack
– Investigations/settlements with companies and agencies failing to 

properly disclose material connection: Reverb; ADT; Deutsch; 
Spokeo; Machinima/Microsoft/Starcom; Legacy Learning.

• 2017: Updated FAQs.
• 2018: Sent “educational letters” to 45 brands and 45 influencers and 

brought first case directly targeting influencers (CSGO Lotto);
• 2019: Brought actions targeting practice of “astroturfing” and “sock 

puppets”: use of third parties to create fake reviews; similar case from 
NY Attorney General (Devumi, Cure Encapsulations et. al).

FTC Enforcement Activity: A Timeline
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1. Any “Material Connection” 
between an advertiser and 
influencer

– Payment
– Free product or services (L&T)
– Sweepstakes entries
– Other things of value
– Travel
– Other business, family or other 

close relationship to seller
– Employee relationship

2. That would not be expected

FTC Expectations: What Do I Have to Disclose? 
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FTC Enforcement Activity:
In the Matter of Lord & Taylor, LLC (2016)
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Lord & Taylor Dress Buzz Campaign
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Where/How Do I Need to Disclose?
(Or a Lesson in How Not to Do It)
In re Warner Bros. (2016)
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Warner Bros. Home Entertainment, Inc. 

This video is sponsored by Warner Brothers.
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Warner Bros. Home Entertainment, Inc. 

No one reads this far into the description.
What are you doing snooping around.
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CSGOLotto, Inc., Trevor Martin a/k/a TmarTn; and Thomas Cassell, a/k/a Syndicate (proposed consent order)
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FTC Pen Pals
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When are Material Connections “Expected”
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When are Material Connections “Expected”
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Pre-Touch Up
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Perfection!
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Is “Natural” Disclosure OK or Need # Disclosures ?
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How Do I Disclose?
• Clear, unavoidable and easy to read!
• Must be clear as to nature of relationship:
– What was received (e.g. paid vs. free stuff, etc.). 
– What you are doing for brand (e.g., employee vs. paid 

endorser).
– Use the “nice” words, not the “naughty words” – e.g., don’t use 

ambiguous terms like “thanks” or “ambassador” without more.
• Early in the post, blog, tweet:
– Before the break (e.g., first 2 lines/“Read more” on Instagram).
– Preferably right at the beginning.

• Not buried in a string of hashtags or terms.
• No abbreviations (e.g., #sp, #sweeps).
• Disclose directly in the video/on the picture; don’t just rely on the 

description or audio.
• Even tags can be endorsements.
• Natural language is ok.
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Bottom Line
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Naughty List Nice List

[brand]ad Ad, advertising, paid advertising, 
[Brand]Ad

Sp, spon Sponsored

Ambassador, Employee [Brand]Ambassador, [Brand]Employee
[Brand]_Ambassador, 
[Brand]_Employee

Partner [Brand]Partner
[Brand]_Partner

Thanks, Thank You, Thanks[Brand] Thanks [Brand] for gifting 
me/Thanks[Brand] for the free [detail 
the stuff given]

[Brand]

Platform disclosure alone
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What About “Paid Promotion” on YouTube?
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FTC Compliance Requirements
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Policy/Training
Monitoring

Enforcement
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The Importance of Monitoring and 
Enforcement

• Advertisers must ensure influencers are complying with 
Endorsements and Testimonials Rule or risk liability.
– FTC requires that brands must monitor influencers for 

compliance and require that inadequate disclosures must be 
fixed.

– Brand should have Influencer Policy/Agreement that lays out 
expectations for compliance and clearly specifies what will 
happen if the influencer fails to comply with the FTC Rule (i.e., fix 
or suspend, terminate)

– Brand must contact influencers who violate policy with direction 
on how to correct, follow through if they fail to correct or 
consistently fail to properly comply with Rule. 

– Document compliance, particularly corrections.
• Both employees and agencies must be trained in 

expectations/compliance as well. 27
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Reviews and the Endorsements Rule

• FTC/NAD/AGs have been very active in enforcing Endorsements Rule 
with regard to reviews.

• Basic principle: must identify receipt of compensation, relationship, 
interest when writing/posting review.  Recent cases:
– NAD:  Scott’s Company (sweepstakes/gift card incentive not 

disclosed)
– FTC: In re Creaxion, Inc. (involved Rio Olympics and use of 

influencers, failure to disclose material connection in reviews)
• Best Practices:

– Require disclosures or even better, automatically tag incentivized 
reviews (e.g., Sweepstakes Entry, #ad).

– Before using reviews as basis for claim/as survey, independently 
substantiate advertising claims with reliable, representative data.
• Don’t use reviews or social media reposts as a back door to make 

claims that you would not be able to make directly.
• Carefully evaluate cross-platform compatibility before 

aggregating reviews, and don’t forget about offline purchasers.
• Collect product reviews in a systematic way, from a representative 

sample of purchasers, and post all of them – don’t cherry pick.
• Consumer Review Fairness Act of 2016: may not suppress negative 

reviews.
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• March 4, 2019 
TruthinAdvertising.org Letter 
to FTC complaining a large 
number of celebrity 
influencers who received 
letters 2 years ago still 
weren’t complying with Rule.
– FTC is following up.
– Result?????

• Will definitely be more cases
• Greater focus on disclosure 

plus substantive 
claims/deception—easy cases 
are out of the way?

What’s Coming? 
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